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In Doodle God, your character has been kidnapped by aliens and dragged into a world of monsters
and a whole planet of them. Its up to you to find a way home and defeat the monster king, but do it
quickly! youve only got 3 lives to save you. Doodle God has grown into a devious game, where you
can use your life points to upgrade all of your characters skills, and equipment. ReviewsDoodle God:
Classic Monster Games for the iPhone & iPad Fun little combination of mobile games and retro titles.
Its pretty good and I found myself playing it for hours.4.7/5 AppSpy Doodle God is basically a combo
of angry birds and paper mario. Its a bird flinging game with some touch, cartoony graphics and mild
platforming puzzles to put together. Features A great cartoon theme, animations and colorful
graphics Play through 40 levels, in game tutorial and speedrun mode Deluxe edition available for 99c
- with more levels, multiplayer and more Gameplay Impressions You take the role of a little blue bird,
you fly down pipes and punch creatures. Its fun, very simple and addictive. You can switch weapons
at any time and each one has its own unique abilities. Collect coins in the level, which can be used to
buy items in the shop. Players can also use upgrades to increase the damage of their attacks and
their total coins as well as health. Doodle God is a touchy feely game, with soft animation and gentle
music. The enemy response to your music can be varied. They can follow your music and play in
unison, or go into a protective mode and hide. There are multiple difficulties, from simple stages to
very difficult but far more rewarding ones. There is no multiplayer option, just 40 stages with a
bonus level. In the end, Doodle God is a neat little game, and well worth the $2.99 it costs.
Gameplay Doodle God is basically a combination of Angry Birds and Paper Mario, this is a cross
between the two genres, the Angry Birds theme seems to have been taken more seriously, and the
Paper Mario theme is more cartoony. The gameplay is very simple, you play the role of a bird that
must slap, or knock creatures, out of your way. You can switch weapons at any time, and each
weapon has its own unique set of
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